FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
N2E 2019 – Let’s Go!

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Newport to Ensenada International Yacht Race Underway
Friday's Results

NEWPORT BEACH, Calif., April 26, 2019 –The 72nd Newport to Ensenada International Yacht Race got
underway today under picture perfect California skies and better than expected winds today; to the
cheers of a pier full of who watched as the fleet sailed into a cloud-covered horizon.
By 6 pm, all but one boat on the N2DP course had crossed the finish line. Blue Blazes was blazing the
trail for San Diego course participants, and was just 30 nm from the finish line. But three multihulls,
Mental Floss II, Los Tres Amigos and Uneven Keel were hot on the heels of frontrunners Anthem and Nui
uliuli.
Pete Melvin was back to his winning ways piloting Jerry Fiat’s AC45 from its ultra-exciting and crowd
pleasing start to the front of the pack well before San Diego, and was only 58 nm outside the Ensenada
finish line; adjacent to San Diego Harbor.
While the majority of the fleet stuck close to the rhumb line en masse, as expected in lighter winds, (and
looking like a school of sardines on the TB Tracker feed) the AC45 veered offshore in hopes of finding a
few heavier gusts to keep the boat in optimal form. Instead, the tracker showed the water rocket
slowing to only 8 knots; a far from record setting pace. And a pace that would not likely get the boat to
Ensenada before dark. At about 6:30 p.m., the boat cut in front of the fleet and ducked into San Diego
Harbor. Comments from Mr. Fiat and the crew about this N2E first and their adventure making it as far and as fast - as they did, are pending.
Meanwhile, A Bell A Boy despite getting a few minutes head start, has drifted to last place. If they finish
before the Sunday 11 a.m. deadline, the tortoise could win the class.
“Thank you to all racers for making this day exciting for all of us to the port side of the course,” said Vice
Commodore Mary Bacon. “As each race peeled off the start line this morning, the excitement mounted.
And after the start, watching the race on YB Tracker brought the racecourse to life.”
Mid Thursday afternoon, the NOSA Webmaster reported that heavy traffic for those following the YB
tracing, resulted in a site crash. A quick systems upgrade and 40 minutes later, all was up and running
again.
By 9:30 p.m. The Reichel Pugh 66 Alive was looking as the front runner to claim first to finish honors.
In Dana Point, trophies were awarded to the following:
Best Corrected PHRF Spin
TEKEELA, Jock F McGraw, DWYC
BEULAHS BISCUITS, Dennis M Swift, AYC
HEARTBEAT 4, CHARLES BREWER, NHYC

Best Corrected Double Handed
PILLOW TALK, Rod Woods, DWYC

